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Global ABCP Outlook 
 

Executive Summary 

Stable credit quality for US and strong credit quality for Canadian ABCP; bank and sovereign 
risk in Europe 
The credit outlook for ABCP in the US is stable, primarily because of the credit quality of 
the bank program sponsors and support providers. Asset credit quality is currently less of a 
concern as transaction credit enhancement, liquidity support and program credit 
enhancement strongly mitigate any potential risk.  

The outlook for the credit quality of Canadian ABCP programs is strong, for two reasons: 
the robust credit quality of the funded assets and the stable credit quality of the banks 
providing liquidity support. The credit quality of new transactions will be of the same high 
investment-grade quality as that of existing transactions.  

In Europe, bank risk will remain a critical issue for ABCP programs, which will be 
vulnerable to further reductions in government support for sponsoring banks with exposures 
to weaker euro area economies. Sovereign risk will have a negative impact on both bank 
sponsors and assets domiciled in weaker jurisdictions.1

Regulatory uncertainty in both US and Europe remains an issue  

 However, few program transactions 
have exposures to peripheral countries, and program sponsors may elect to fully support any 
further transaction additions secured on assets from these jurisdictions. 

The regulatory environment in the US remains in flux. The ABCP market has weathered the 
increase in costs resulting from changing capital and liquidity charges and has benefitted 
from delays or reprieves or found workarounds to address some of the new rules or changes 
before they took effect. While unresolved issues remain, none will be problematic in 2013. 
However, uncertainty is likely to be a drag on issuance volume.  

In Europe, ongoing regulatory changes will have the greatest impact on bank sponsors. New 
EU regulations could increase the costs of supporting or operating programs, and banks may 
find achieving the liquidity coverage ratio a challenge in a stressed market. Still, banks have 
reportedly already started preparing for a number of these regulatory changes, the effects of 
which are partly evident in the consolidation of bank-sponsored conduits and the withdrawal 
of a number of programs from the market altogether. 

 

                                                                          
1  See Approach to Assessing the Impact of a Rapid Country Credit Deterioration on Structured Finance Transactions, 21 August 2012.  
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Issuance will not grow much, if at all 
ABCP issuance in the US could stabilize in 2013, albeit below current levels, following the long 
decline that began in 2007. Several sponsors expanded their programs in 2012 and new business from 
banks active in the market will offset any declines.  

Issuance in Canada will remain about the same in 2013 as in 2012, because the increase in new 
transactions will offset the termination and amortization of older ones. 

Issuance in Europe will be lower, constrained by (1) regulatory issues, (2) a lack of borrower demand, 
and (3) program terminations, as well as the consolidation of bank-sponsored programs. However, the 
significant refinancing needs of non-investment grade corporates could support issuance. 

I. US ABCP 2013 Outlook  

This could be the year outstandings stabilize 

Credit Outlook 

The credit quality of US ABCP will be stable in 2013, primarily because the credit quality of the 
program support providers is stable, with minor exceptions. Asset credit quality has become less of a 
concern, given that the market now consists primarily of bank-sponsored multi-seller programs with 
the remainder various types of fully supported programs.  In either case, the credit quality of the 
program does not depend directly on the credit quality of the assets they fund.  

Sponsor/Support Provider Credit Quality is Stable 
US ABCP programs can be divided into bank and non-bank sponsored programs (Exhibit 1), which 
make up two-thirds and one-third of the market, respectively.   

The credit outlook for bank-sponsored2

Non-bank sponsored programs can be divided into four categories. In each case the credit rating of the 
paper relies on a highly rated support party. Of the $77 billion in non-bank sponsored program 
outstandings, $23 billion is issued by Straight-A Funding, the Federal Family Education Loan 
Program (FFELP) student loan conduit that the US government supports.  Another $23 billion is 
issued by Kells Funding, which is supported by an entity established by the German government. Our 
outlook for both the US and German governments’ Aaa ratings is negative, but Aaa is well above the 
Prime-1 threshold. There is some additional uncertainty due to the US debt ceiling, and it is not clear 
whether this will have an impact on the timely payment of US government obligations. 

 programs is stable.  For the $161 billion bank-sponsored 
segment, we summarize the current ratings and outlook or watch status in Exhibit 2 and give details by 
bank in Exhibit 3.  The banks sponsoring US ABCP conduits are internationally diverse. Exhibit 4 
provides a breakdown by country, and the credit status of the respective government. While one-third 
of the conduit sponsors (weighted by outstandings) have a negative outlook or are under review for 
downgrade, in only two cases, where the banks’ long-term ratings are A2, would a rating action likely 
lower the short-term rating.   

Insurance companies sponsor two programs with an additional $6 billion of outstandings.  These 
programs might not be considered “asset-backed” by some as their primary assets are funding 
agreements that are fully supported by the program sponsors.  Ford Motor Credit Company sponsors 
the FCAR program with another $6 billion of outstandings, the credit quality of which depends (1) on 
that of auto loans and leases, which we expect will remain stable, and (2) on liquidity support from a 

                                                                          
2  Bank risk is one of the key determinants of the ratings of ABCP programs, given that the sponsoring bank typically provides liquidity or credit support. Thus, any 

downgrade to the short-term ratings of a sponsoring bank will likely lead to downgrades to ratings of the program that they support.  
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consortium of Prime-1-rated banks. The remaining $19 billion in ABCP outstandings is in programs 
that depend on Prime-1-rated entities, primarily banks, for full support.  

EXHIBIT 1 

ABCP Outstandings of Moody’s-rated US ABCP Conduits (by Sponsor Type) 
As of 30 September 2012 

 

Number of Sponsors Number of Conduits Outstandings  Number of Sponsors 

Banks 23 37 161,784 68% 
Non-Banks 11 17 77,522 32% 
Total 34 54 239,305  

Source: Moody’s Investors Service 

EXHIBIT 2  

Outlook for Long-Term Ratings of Bank Sponsors of Moody’s-rated US ABCP Conduits  
As of 30 September 2012 

 

Number of Sponsors Number of Conduits 
Outstandings  

($ millions) 
% Share, by 

Outstandings 

Stable  16 24 102,867 64% 
Negative  5 11 50,439 31% 
Review for Downgrade  2 2 8,478 5% 
Total  23 37 161,784  

Source: Moody’s Investors Service 

EXHIBIT 3  

Bank Conduit Sponsors of Moody’s-rated ABCP Conduits  
Ratings as of 29 January 2013, outstandings as of 30 September 2012 

Bank Country 
# of 

Conduits 
Outstandings  

($ millions) 
Long-Term 

Rating 

Bank Financial 
Strength Rating/ 
Baseline Credit 

Assessment 
Short-Term 

Rating 
Long-Term Rating 

Outlook 

Bank of Nova Scotia Canada 1 5,253 Aa2 B-/a1 P-1 Stable 
Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi UFJ Japan 2 12,646 Aa3 C/a3 P-1 Stable 
Barclays Bank PLC UK 3 12,014 A2 C-/baa2 P-1 Negative 
Bank of Montreal Canada 1 3,225 Aa3 C+/a1 P-1 Stable 
BNP Paribas France 1 1,433 A2 C-/baa2 P-1 Stable 
Citibank, N.A. US 5 28,333 A3 D+/baa3 P-2 Negative 
Credit Agricole France 1 5,747 A2 D/ba2 P-1 Negative 
Credit Suisse Switzerland 1 7,031 A1 C-/baa1 P-1 Stable 
Deutsche Bank AG Germany 4 10,833 A2 C-/baa2 P-1 Stable 
Dresdner Bank AG/Commerzbank Germany 1 353 A3 D+/baa3 P-2 Negative 
DZ Bank AG Germany 1 1,996 A1 C-/baa2 P-1 Stable 
HSBC Bank PLC UK 1 2,242 Aa3 C/a3 P-1 Negative 
JPMorgan Chase Bank US 3 28,100 Aa3 C/a3 P-1 Stable 
Mizuho Corporate Bank, Ltd. Japan 1 1,283 A1 C-/baa1 P-1 Stable 
Natixis France 1 2,543 A2 D/ba2 P-1 Stable 
Norddeutsche Landesbank Girozentrale Germany 1 2,015 A3 D/ba2 P-2 Stable 
PNC Bank, N.A. US 1 6,180 A2 C+/a2 P-1 Stable 
Rabobank Nederland Netherlands 1 5,657 Aa2 B-/a1 P-1 Stable 
Royal Bank of Canada Canada 3 14,100 Aa3 C+/a2 P-1 Stable 
Royal Bank of Scotland PLC UK 1 2,102 A3 D+/baa3 P-2 Negative 
Société Générale France 1 4,049 A2 C-/baa2 P-1 Stable 
Sumitomo Mitsui Banking Corporation Japan 1 2,396 Aa3 C/a3 P-1 Stable 
Wachovia Bank/Wells Fargo Bank US 1 2,251 Aa3 C+/a2 P-1 Stable 

Source: Moody’s Investors Service 
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EXHIBIT 4  

Bank Sponsors of Moody’s-rated ABCP Conduits (by Home Country) 
Ratings as of 15 January 2013, outstandings as of 30 September 2012 

Country 
Number of 

Sponsors 
Number of 

Conduits 
Outstandings  

($ millions) 
% Share by 

Outstandings 
Government 

Rating 
Government Rating 

Outlook 

US 4 10 64,864 40.1% Aaa Negative 
Canada 3 5 22,578 14.0% Aaa Stable 
France 4 4 13,773 8.5% Aa1 Negative 
Germany 4 7 15,197 9.4% Aaa Negative 
Japan 3 4 16,326 10.1% Aa3 Stable 
Netherlands 1 1 5,657 3.5% Aaa Negative 
Switzerland 1 1 7,031 4.3% Aaa Stable 
UK 3 5 16,359 10.1% Aaa Negative 
       Total 23 38 161,784 

   

Source: Moody’s Investors Service 

 

Asset Credit Quality Is Stable 
The credit quality of ABCP assets will be stable in 2013, for the most part reflecting the weak but 
positive growth of the US economy.3

Regulatory Uncertainty Remains an Issue 

 As such, the impact of asset quality on conduit ratings will be 
stable. Bank-sponsored US ABCP programs fund a broad range of asset types, sourced primarily in the 
US. However, bank sponsors have taken great care in choosing assets for conduit funding.  Conduits 
also have layers of protection in the form of funding triggers, liquidity facilities and program credit 
enhancement. These layers of protection are generally unavailable to term ABS investors and more 
than mitigate any downside credit risk.  

The regulatory environment will remain an area of uncertainty in 2013. Although the ever-changing 
regulatory environment is not directly responsible for the decline in outstandings, it has been a factor 
at the margin for banks that have left the ABCP market and a hurdle to market growth.  

Recent CFTC Ruling Is Positive for Standard ABCP Conduits 
On December 7, the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) issued an interpretation and 
no action letter that would exclude standard ABCP conduits from the definition of “commodity pool” 
under Regulation AB.  This means that conduits will avoid the registration requirements and 
regulations that would have accompanied such a classification, and might have been fatal to many 
programs.   

This ruling is typical of how we expect the “rules” aspect of the new regulations to impact ABCP.  
Where the language of the new legislation seems to unintentionally ensnare traditional bank-sponsored 
conduits, a clarification or exclusion will ultimately be issued. However, these amendments may not 
always be simple to make or come in a timely fashion, as the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and 
Consumer Protection Act and other pieces of legislation introduce a raft of new regulations, and 
ABCP is rarely near the top of the priority list. 

Implementation of Basel III Delayed in US 
Originally, the national implementation date for Basel III was going to be 1 January 2013, with full 
implementation phasing in through 2019. On 9 November, the US regulators announced that, in 
light of the volume of comments, they did not expect any of the proposed rules to become effective on 
1 January. Delaying implementation will postpone any impact to the cost structures of ABCP 
programs because of capital or liquidity coverage provided by bank sponsors. In contrast, 

                                                                          
3  See all of our 2013 Structured Finance Outlooks by asset type here.  

http://www.moodys.com/Pages/SFOutlooks.aspx?WT.mc_id=LBanner_SFPages�
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implementation in Europe is further along and could have an impact on US conduits sponsored by 
European banks.  

Over the past decade, Basel-related changes have eroded the cost advantage of funding assets through 
ABCP conduits versus on balance sheet. Whether final implementation will leave any margin for 
ABCP programs to exploit is questionable at this point. 

Outlook for Outstandings 

US ABCP outstandings could finally stabilize in 2013, albeit slightly below current levels.  As further 
discussed below, issuance by European ABCP programs, a large portion of which is placed in the US 
market, will continue to decline slightly. Exhibit 5 shows ABCP outstandings for the US-based 
programs we rate and the multi-seller subset. 

EXHIBIT 5 

Outstandings of Bank-Sponsored Moody’s-rated Conduits, 2011–12 (by Sponsor, in $ millions) 

Bank 
Number of 

Conduits 
Outstandings  

30 September 2012 
Outstandings  

31 December 2011 Change in 2012 

Bank of Nova Scotia 1 5,253 3,577 1,676 
Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi UFJ 2 12,646 9,926 2,720 
Barclays Bank PLC 3 12,014 14,044 (2,030) 
Bank of Montreal 1 3,225 2,955 270 
BNP Paribas 1 1,433 2,535 (1,102) 
Citibank, N.A. 5 28,333 33,463 (5,130) 
Credit Agricole 1 5,747 6,156 (409) 
Credit Suisse 1 7,031 5,764 1,267 
Deutsche Bank AG 4 10,833 13,925 (3,092) 
Dresdner Bank AG 1 353 915 (562) 
DZ Bank AG 1 1,996 1,861 135 
HSBC Bank PLC 1 2,243 2,899 (656) 
JPMorgan Chase Bank 3 28,100 26,923 1,177 
Mizuho Corporate Bank, Ltd. 1 1,283 966 318 
Natixis Financial Products Inc.  1 2,543 2,924 (381) 
Norddeutsche Landesbank Girozentrale 1 2,014 2,450 (435) 
PNC Bank, N.A. 1 6,180 3,746 2,434 
Rabobank Nederland 1 5,657 5,148 508 
Royal Bank of Canada 3 14,100 13,795 305 
Royal Bank of Scotland PLC 1 2,102 8,298 (6,196) 
Société Générale 1 4,049 6,139 (2,090) 
Sumitomo 1 2,396 2,146 250 
Wachovia/Wells Fargo Bank 1 2,251 2,924 (673) 
Grand Total 54 239,305 256,657 (17,351) 

Source: Moody’s Investors Service 

 

Some Sponsors Expanded Programs in 2012 
We think 2013 could be the year that US outstandings stabilize, though down slightly from current 
levels.  Some bank ABCP sponsors are active and adding assets. In the first nine months of 2012, 10 
bank sponsors added assets, with five of these increasing outstandings by over $1 billion each (see 
Exhibit 5).  The actions of these sponsors were still outweighed by the 12 sponsors who reduced 
outstandings, and two banks—State Street and Sun Trust—who left the market. However, the fact 
that some conduits increased outstandings suggests that conduits will be used to fund additional assets 
if economic growth makes them available. As inactive banks leave the market, future activity will more 
reflect those remaining banks that are still actively originating transactions.   
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Sources of Growth Are Limited 
Today’s ABCP market has really only one source of growth:  existing bank sponsors.  As a result of 
consolidation and the financial crisis, there are fewer banks able to sponsor ABCP conduits than in the 
past.  Other banks have dropped out with no new entrants to replace them. Moreover, there are no 
new entrants on the horizon.   

In addition, ABCP markets could in the past rely on two additional sources of growth: new non-bank 
sponsors and new types of programs. Today’s non-bank sponsors depend on guarantees from highly 
rated entities, often banks, of which there are now few. The financial crisis swept away almost all of the 
non-traditional ABCP issuers.  

Several banks have sponsored “covered” commercial paper (CP) programs that fund assets under 
repurchase agreements with a Prime-1 counterparty or a Prime-1 guarantee, which is another potential 
area for growth.    
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II. Canadian ABCP: 2013 Outlook 

Credit quality is strong on the back of robust asset quality and bank support  

Credit Quality of New Transactions to Be Strong 

New transactions added to conduits will be of the same high investment-grade quality as existing 
transactions. Most of the assets in Canadian ABCP conduits are high investment-grade credits, thus 
allowing for the maintenance of Prime-1 (sf) ratings. In some cases, third-party support through 
program credit enhancement or liquidity helps bring the credit quality up to a level consistent with the 
conduit’s Prime-1 (sf) rating. There are six main asset classes in the Canadian ABCP programs, from 
both commercial and consumer sectors: retail auto loans and leases, residential mortgages and home 
equity lines of credit (HELOCs), credit card receivables, trade receivables, wholesale auto finance (fleet 
leases, floorplans and rental cars) and equipment loans and leases.  

Retail Auto Loans and Leases 
The securitization of longer-term loans will continue in 2013. Additional enhancement was necessary 
because of the lack of performance history of these longer-term loans.  

Given the stable used car market, residual values on leased vehicles will be stable in 2013.  

Residential Mortgages and HELOCs 
Liquidity facilities fully support around 95% of the residential mortgages currently financed in the 
ABCP market.  For these transactions Prime-1-rated banks are contractually obligated to repay 
maturing ABCP if conduits cannot issue new ABCP, regardless of the asset quality of the facilities.  

The other 5% constitutes conventional loans with minimal or no losses and sufficient credit 
enhancement to cover expected losses in the future. Residential mortgages will remain a strong 
performer in Canadian ABCP conduits. The Canadian banks’ lending criteria are conservative, which 
is a stance we do not believe will change in 2013.  

Trade Receivables  
We do not expect material changes in the structure or credit quality of any new trade receivables 
facilities in 2013. The structures of liquidity facilities mitigate risks associated with the seller, such as 
bankruptcy, dilution or other seller recourse, and commingled funds. Transactions’ eligibility criteria 
are conservative, based on delinquencies, payment terms and various concentrations. These criteria 
limit the amount available for funding to a better quality of receivables while allowing the conduit to 
have access to all collections. Additionally, each facility has dynamic credit enhancement that will 
increase if performance deteriorates, as well as requirements that lead to a wind down of the facility if 
the required enhancement is not available.  

Wholesale Auto Finance 
Most of the wholesale auto finance transactions in conduit portfolios that sponsors have recently added 
benefit from the improved credit quality in the auto industry. These transactions were identical to 
term transactions, which will likely be true of transactions to be added in 2013.  

Equipment Loans and Leases 
We expect few or no new securitizations of this asset class in 2013. Small and medium-sized 
companies will continue to look to alternative sources of funding. Larger companies will continue to 
borrow through the securitization market, including the conduit market, when necessary. 
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Credit Quality of Existing Transactions Will Remain Strong 

The credit performance of existing transactions in Canadian ABCP conduits will remain strong in 
2013. Fifteen of the 17 Canadian programs that we rate are multi-seller programs, funding a mix of 
asset types originated by various companies. All but one is a partially supported program.  

Exhibit 6 shows the asset mix of the Canadian multi-seller programs as of 31 July 2012. Consumer 
finance facilities account for the majority of the assets and consist of retail auto loans and leases, credit 
card receivables, and residential mortgages.  

EXHIBIT 6 

Canadian ABCP Conduit Asset Breakdown (by Outstandings) 
As of 31 July 2012 

Auto Dealer Floorplan
6%

Auto Fleet Lease
3%

Auto Loans/Leases
20%

Auto Rental Cars
2%

Credit Card Receivables
4%

Equipment Finance
4%

Other (incl Cash)
3%

Residential Mortgages
52%

Trade Receivables
6%

 
Source: Moody’s Investors Service 
 

Canadian consumer debt has risen. By the second quarter of 2012, the ratio of Canadian household 
debt to personal disposable income had reached a record 163%, up from 137% in the second quarter 
of 2007.4

Residential Mortgages 

 This increase could affect the performance of securitization transactions backed by consumer 
receivables. However, we have seen no signs of deterioration to date.  

The credit quality of insured residential mortgages will be strong. The Canada Mortgage and Housing 
Corporation (CMHC) or other insurance companies insure the majority of the residential loans. All 
liquidity facilities fully support insured mortgages.  

The remaining residential mortgage assets consist primarily of prime, conventional mortgage loans or 
HELOCs. Losses remain low. Performance remains healthy and is in line with both sellers’ managed 
portfolios and the performance of bank-originated mortgages. However, consumers are relying on low 
interest rates and their flexibility to adjust to either higher interest rates or a reduction in income is 
limited. This reduced flexibility will make it more challenging for consumers with floating rate 
mortgage obligations or impending mortgage renewals. So long as the housing market remains stable, 
the performance of ABCP-financed mortgages will remain stable in the short term and remain in line 
with the performance of bank-originated and retained mortgages.  

                                                                          
4  See Concerns About High Consumer Debt Levels and Elevated Housing Prices, Macro-Economic Risks, Capital Markets Activities and Bank-Specific Factors Drive 

Rating Review of Canadian Banks, 26 October 2012. 

http://www.moodys.com/viewresearchdoc.aspx?docid=PBC_146792�
http://www.moodys.com/viewresearchdoc.aspx?docid=PBC_146792�
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If house prices decline, high borrower quality, equity levels and insurance will be natural mitigants 
against default. In addition, because ABCP liquidity facilities fund against projected recoveries as high 
as 90%, the impact of defaults on the underlying ABCP transactions is muted. 

Retail Auto Loans and Leases 
The credit quality of existing loan and lease facilities will remain the same. Around 13 transactions are 
financed in the Canadian ABCP market. Four of these transactions, which make up roughly 15% of 
the loans and leases, contain structural protections through liquidity that limit investors’ exposure to 
losses to a 30-day period, as well as additional support through program-level credit enhancement.  

Many existing deals are older programs and have non-declining enhancement, which results in an 
increase in enhancement as the outstanding balance pays down. In all cases, losses are low relative to 
the level of credit support. Also, the health of manufacturers and the used car market remains stable, 
which helps maintain residual values on automobiles.  

Credit Card Receivables 
The credit quality of existing credit card facilities will remain high in 2013. Charge-offs of rated credit 
card master trusts that also have series funded in ABCP conduits have declined from their historical 
highs. We believe this trend will continue as unemployment and bankruptcy filings, two key drivers of 
credit card charge-offs, hold steady in Canada.  

Other performance metrics have also been relatively stable. Payment rates improved slightly, and gross 
yield increased slightly, which resulted in an increase in excess spread. Performance trends are all credit 
positive for the underlying transactions.5

Trade Receivables 

  

Trade receivables losses will remain low relative to their credit enhancement. Trade receivables are well 
diversified, with originating companies being in different industries, each with a different obligor base 
and different payment terms. Therefore, correlation among the asset pools is minimal. For the eight 
asset pools backed by trade receivables financed in ABCP conduits, no signs of asset deterioration 
emerged during the economic downturn, and performance will remain strong in 2013. In all cases, 
credit enhancement will remain more than sufficient to cover losses that liquidity does not cover 
during any liquidation of an asset pool.  

Equipment Loans and Leases 
Credit quality will remain high in 2013. Losses have been low relative to credit enhancement.  

Wholesale Auto Finance 
The credit quality of wholesale auto finance transactions will remain high. All of the transactions 
added to the conduits are new and benefit from improvement in both the credit quality of the 
manufacturers and obligors and the auto industry as a whole.  

The performance of fleet lease transactions will remain strong in 2013. Delinquencies and losses have 
been low, and the deals benefit from non-declining credit enhancement to help cover any large obligor 
exposures.  

Bank Short-Term Ratings Will Be High 

All of the bank sponsors, which are also the sole support providers of their ABCP conduits either 
directly or through an affiliate of the bank, are either Canadian banks or the Canadian branches of 
European banks. On January 28, 2013 the short term Prime-1 ratings of the Canadian banks were 
affirmed. All ratings for these banks now have a stable outlook. 

                                                                          
5  See Moody’s: Canadian Credit Card Index: Stable Performance Through 2012, 11 October 2012. 

http://www.moodys.com/viewresearchdoc.aspx?docid=PBS_SF298851�
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The long-term ratings of all but one bank6 range between Aaa and Aa3, at the high end of the Prime-1 
range.7

Given that their senior long-term ratings are between Aa3 and Aaa, and the standalone baseline credit 
assessments (BCAs) between a3 and aa3, these banks will continue to rank among the highest-rated 
banks globally.

  

8

EXHIBIT 7 

 

Bank Sponsor Ratings as of 29 December 2013  

Bank Sponsor Ratings* Outlook 

Toronto Dominion Bank (TD Bank) Aa1, B/aa3, Prime-1 Stable 
Canadian Imperial Bank of Canada (CIBC) Aa3, C+/a2, Prime-1 Stable 
Bank of Montreal (BMO) Aa3, C+/a2, Prime-1 Stable 
Royal Bank of Canada Aa3, C+/a2, Prime-1 Stable 
Bank of Nova Scotia (BNS) Aa2, B-/a1, Prime-1 Stable 
Deutsche Bank A2, C-/baa2, Prime-1 Stable 
National Bank of Canada (NBC) Aa3, C/a3, Prime-1 Stable 
HSBC Bank Canada** Unrated N/A 

* The ratings shown are the banks’ long-term deposit ratings, their standalone bank financial strength ratings/baseline credit assessments, and their 
short-term ratings. 

** HSBC Bank Canada is an unrated subsidiary of HSBC Holdings Plc (Aa2 negative, Prime-1). 

Source: Moody’s Investors Service 

 

Outstandings Will Be the Same as in 2012 

ABCP outstandings will remain about the same in 2013 as in 2012. ABCP outstandings in programs 
we rate amounted to CAD26.5 billion in December 2012, which is slightly lower than the CAD27.8 
at year-end 2011. Two single-seller ABCP conduits, totaling CAD5 billion, terminated in 2012. We 
expect issuance from new transactions to increase (sponsors had added nearly CAD4 billion of new 
assets by the third quarter of 2012) and we continue to rate new transactions. Countering this increase 
is the large amount of older, amortizing transactions that will terminate in 2013.  

Some of the larger automotive finance companies in Canada will use alternative sources of funding, 
which could slow activity in the retail and wholesale auto finance markets and lead to a decrease in 
outstandings. 

We do not expect terminations of existing conduits. 

                                                                          
6  Deutsche Bank, the support provider for Okanagan, has a long-term rating of A2. Okanagan currently has no outstanding assets. 
7  The Prime-1 rating for corporate can be converted to long-term ratings ranging from A3 to Aaa. The higher end of the Prime-1 range consists of long-term ratings that 

are Aa3 or higher. 
8 See Rating Action: Moody’s downgrades Canadian banks, 28 Jan 2013. 

http://www.moodys.com/research/Moodys-downgrades-Canadian-banks--PR_264767�
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III. European ABCP: 2013 Outlook 

Bank and sovereign risk weigh heavily on the sector 

Bank Risk Remains a Key Consideration for European ABCP 

The operating environment in Europe remains fragile, with euro area economies contracting in 2012 
and expected to stagnate in 2013, resulting in a difficult environment for European banks.9

Programs weakening because of diminishing sponsor strength  

  

In the period from 2007-12, we lowered bank ratings globally to reflect the rising risk of bank defaults 
amid successive and sustained macroeconomic shocks that have (1) depressed business activity, credit 
growth, and bank profitability; (2) caused asset-quality deterioration that has consumed banks’ capital 
buffers; (3) constricted their access to funding and balance sheet liquidity; and (4) significantly 
reduced the capacity and likelihood of fiscally stretched governments providing support to the 
financial system. In 2012, these factors led us to downgrade the short-term ratings of several European 
banks to below P-1. 

Further intensification of the systemic sovereign and euro area crisis and continued reduction in 
government support would further pressure Europe’s banking system. The resultant effect will be 
weaker programs, a decline in demand for ABCP and a reduction in issuance. The situation is 
particularly sensitive, because many Prime-1 bank sponsors’ long-term ratings are at the threshold 
below which any downgrade will also lead to a downgrade of their short-term ratings. Exhibits 8 and 9 
show the rating uplift from a number of sponsoring banks’ BCAs as a reflection of their governments’ 
support. 

Sovereign risk is not only critical for bank ratings, but is also particularly important for partially 
supported conduits with exposures to assets domiciled in the affected peripheral countries. We recently 
proposed applying a highest achievable rating and minimum credit enhancement criteria for structured 
finance transactions with exposures to countries subject to rapid and significant country credit 
deterioration.10

                                                                          
9  See 

 We will assess ABCP programs with exposures to assets or receivables domiciled in the 
affected jurisdictions in either multi- or single-jurisdiction deals in accordance with this approach, 
whilst also taking into account available structural protections and program-wide credit enhancement 
to mitigate such risk.  Conduit sponsors have the option of choosing to fully support new transactions 
with assets originated in affected countries. 

Update to the Global Macro-Risk Outlook 2012-14: Slow Adjustment to Weigh on Growth, 21 November 2012. 
10  See Approach to Assessing the Impact of a Rapid Country Credit Deterioration on Structured Finance Transactions, 21 August 2012. 

http://www.moodys.com/viewresearchdoc.aspx?docid=PBC_146944�
http://www.moodys.com/viewresearchdoc.aspx?docid=PBS_SF294880�
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EXHIBIT 8 

Rating Uplift from Sponsoring Banks with Prime-1 Ratings 
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Fortis Bank 
S.A/N.V.

BNP Paribas Credit 
Agricole S.A.

Natixis Societe 
Generale

Deutsche 
Bank AG

Ing Bank N.v. Rabobank 
Nederland

HSBC Bank 
plc

Lloyds TSB 
Bank Plc

Baseline Credit Assessment Uplift
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B2
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P-1

 
Note: Asset weighted average of [Long term debt rating -/- Adjusted BCA  (incl. Parental/Cooperative Support)] 
Source: Moody's Investors Service, as of  31 December 2012 
 

EXHIBIT 9 

Rating Uplift from Sponsoring Banks with Prime-2 Ratings 
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Bayerische 
Landesbank

Commerzbank AG HSH Nordbank AG Landesbank Baden-
Württemberg

Intesa Sanpaolo 
Spa

UniCredit Bank AG Royal Bank of 
Scotland plc

Baseline Credit Assessment Uplift

Aaa
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P-1

 
Note: Asset weighted average of [Long term debt rating -/- Adjusted BCA  (incl. Parental/Cooperative Support)] 
Source: Moody's Investors Service, as of 31 December 2012 
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Pace of Conversion to Fully Supported Structures Will Plateau 

The shift towards fully supported structures over the past few years will stabilize in 2013 because fewer 
partially supported conduits remain. Based on our discussions with sponsors, fully supported structures 
will remain the dominant structure for both programs and transactions. In Europe, sponsors fully 
support 82% of transactions (by outstanding purchased assets) in the multi-seller ABCP programs we 
rate, while a few years ago this was only 23%.11

Since the onset of the financial crisis, many program sponsors have elected to either convert their 
programs or existing transactions to fully supported and added new transactions on a fully supported 
basis. They have chosen to do so for a number of reasons, among them (1) regulatory changes in the 
industry that have diminished the benefits of sponsoring partially supported conduits; and (2) the 
increased emphasis on fully mitigating asset risk, given the heightened risk associated with the euro 
area and sovereign crises. 

  

Dominance of Traditional Asset Types Will Not Change 

Traditional multi-seller asset classes, mainly trade receivables, retail auto loans and leases and to a lesser 
degree, consumer loans, will continue to dominate. As “real economy” assets will dominate less 
traditional asset types, trade receivables will remain the most prevalent asset type by volume, given 
banks’ desire to provide financing to their corporate clients. As of December 2012, our outlook for 
European corporates in a number of industries was stable. However, the euro area’s ongoing sovereign 
debt crisis and weak or negative GDP growth will be the main influences on non-financial corporate 
credit.12

The financing of CLOs will remain low. Despite the increase in CLO issuance, we do not expect the 
volume of CLOs in ABCP programs to rise. New issuance will reflect regional economic prospects. 
The bulk of new issuance will be in the US market. There may be a trickle of transactions in Europe, 
but origination is unlikely to pick up meaningfully until resolution of the euro area crisis.

  

13

Asset performance will likely remain stable  

 Senior 
tranches continue to amortize.  

We expect the performance of assets in ABCP conduits to remain stable, despite the current economic 
crisis.14

The steady decline of securities arbitrage programs means that most of them could disappear in 
2013.

 Strict portfolio guidelines and structural triggers limiting the risk exposure for investors 
mitigate the risk of deterioration in portfolio performance. Program managers have traditionally been 
proactive in electing to voluntarily remove assets that have underperformed.  

15

Asset quality is becoming an important factor for fully supported structures 

 These programs are holding fewer securities than ever. Similarly, the hybrid programs that we 
rate in Europe are holding far fewer, if any, securities in their securities legs than they did a year ago.  

The credit quality of underlying assets in ABCP conduits is becoming more important, a trend that is 
likely to become more prevalent as bank risk increases. Program sponsors have the ability to limit or 
fully support exposures in their ABCP portfolios to the weaker peripheral countries in favor of stronger 
European economies.  

                                                                          
11  As of September 2012, 82% of outstanding purchased assets in multi-seller programs were fully supported, compared to 23% as of January 2008. Of the 39 conduits we 

rate (including single-seller and securities arbitrage programs), 19 programs were fully supported.  
12  See EMEA Corporates: 2013 Outlook, 6 December 2012. 
13  See Global CLOs: 2013 Outlook, 13 December 2012. 
14  See Global Structured Finance: 2013 Outlook, 7 December 2012. 
15  See our most recent EMEA ABCP Market Summary, published quarterly. 

http://www.moodys.com/viewresearchdoc.aspx?docid=PBC_146970�
http://www.moodys.com/viewresearchdoc.aspx?docid=PBS_SF310756�
http://www.moodys.com/viewresearchdoc.aspx?docid=PBS_SF309653&WT.mc_id=SFOutlooks2013�
http://www.moodys.com/viewresearchdoc.aspx?docid=PBS_SF311125�
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Key Regulatory Challenges for ABCP 

Ongoing regulatory changes governing the industry will have a great impact on sponsoring banks in 
the next few years. In the coming year, the European Union (EU) is likely to pass new regulations, 
such as CRD IV,16

One major challenge for the banks will be achieving the liquidity coverage ratio (LCR) Basel III has 
established to ensure that banks have sufficient liquidity during stressed market conditions. The 
requirement is that banks maintain sufficient high-quality liquid assets to cover any net cash outflows 
over a 30-day period. Although new relaxations to the rule, published on 7 January 2013, mean the 
banks must achieve the ratio in full on 1 January 2019, the banks will have to meet the requirement 
from 1 January 2015 in stages.

 which will, in its current form, increase the costs of supporting or operating an 
ABCP program. 

17

Banks have reportedly already started preparing for a number of these regulatory changes, which is 
partly evident in the overall consolidation of bank-sponsored conduits and the withdrawal of a number 
of programs from the market altogether. Banks have also introduced a number of flexible features such 
as calls and puts on CP.  

 The challenge for the banks will be how they manage the requirement 
to repay CP maturing within the following 30 days while also providing credit support or liquidity 
facilities.  

Issuance Will Remain Low in 2013 

Issuance in Europe in 2013 will be lower than in 2012, given the uncertainty in the euro area and the 
ongoing regulatory challenges. Companies will continue to find ABCP an attractive financing option, 
and the high refinancing needs of non-investment grade corporates in Europe will support volume.18

Programs continue to consolidate, while the pace of program terminations will slow in 2013 

  

We do not expect many new programs to enter the market in 2013, and bank-sponsored programs will 
continue to consolidate and restructure in an effort to achieve operating efficiencies. A significant 
number of ABCP programs have wound down, but the pace of withdrawals will decline.  

Issuance in the euro commercial paper (ECP) and US commercial paper (USCP) markets has changed, 
with ECP accounting for 48% of total issuance as of 30 September 2012, compared to 35% in 
December 2010.19

Growth will be limited  

 This change was partly because of program terminations and the competitive 
pricing environment. 

The growth in the ABCP market is hindered by a lack of supply, which the consolidation and 
terminations of a number of ABCP programs in Europe has exacerbated.  

                                                                          
16  On July 2011, the European Commission adopted proposed amendments to the Capital Requirements Directive (CRD) and Capital Requirements Regulation (CRR), 

which together form the proposed “CRD IV” to strengthen regulation of the banking sector. 
17  Banks need to hold at least 60% of their net cash outflows over a 30-day period in high-quality liquid assets by 1 January 2015, rising by 10% each year until the ratio 

reaches 100% by 1 January 2019. 
18  See Refunding Risk and Needs: European Non-Financial Speculative-Grade Corporates Substantial Debt Maturities in Weakening Environment, 19 July 2012. 
19  Total outstanding ABCP is based on CP outstanding in all of the ABCP programs that we rate. 

http://www.moodys.com/viewresearchdoc.aspx?docid=PBC_143725�
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At the end of the third quarter of 2012, money market funds (MMF) exposure to ABCP in Europe 
was 6.8%, up slightly from 6% at the beginning of 2012 but significantly lower than the peak of 30% 
in the second quarter of 2007. Longer-maturity ABCP may be less attractive because of the amended 
US Rule 2a-720 and European Securities and Markets Authority (ESMA) regulations.21

European MMFs are not restricted from investing in Prime-2 (sf)-rated ABCP, albeit the credit quality 
of the fund could be negatively affected. 

 MMF 
investment limitations due to such rules result in more shorter-maturity (30-90 days, if not shorter) 
CP.  

                                                                          
20  The Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) amended Rule 2a-7 in 2010, which requires that MMFs limit the weighted average maturities of their portfolios to 60 

days and that they maintain a certain percentage of very short-term liquid assets in their portfolios. As such, ABCP is considered a short-term liquid asset if it matures 
within seven days. 

21  In 2011, ESMA (formerly, CESR) implemented new guidelines in Europe requiring that short-term MMFs (1) maintain a weighted average maturity of 60 days or less, 
(2) keep the weighted average life below 120 days, and (3) limit their investments in securities with a residual maturity of less than 397 days. 
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Appendix: Moody’s Banking System and Sovereign Outlooks  

We rate a sizeable proportion of the structured finance securities in ABCP conduits. Following our 
downgrades to the ratings of a number of European sovereigns, there has been a shift from the euro 
area’s single-country ceiling, which implies that any euro area entity or security, regardless of the 
country in which it was domiciled, could have a Aaa rating.22 A decline in the financial strength of a 
country’s government and a weakening of its economy and banking system diminish the performance 
of structured finance in that country. To account for the impact of rapid and significant country credit 
deterioration on structured finance transactions, we are proposing supplementing our primary asset 
methodologies by using as key parameters in determining loss distributions (1) a highest achievable 
rating, and (2) a minimum required credit enhancement. We are in the process of formalizing this 
approach and have asked for comments from market participants.23

Country  

 The highest achievable rating for a 
structured finance transaction in a specific jurisdiction is either (1) the same as the country ceiling, or 
(2) a different ceiling, if we have specified one, for structured finance transactions The subsequent 
lowering of the country ceilings of some euro area countries that the following exhibit shows means 
that the highest structured finance ratings in certain affected countries have declined, in some cases 
rather significantly. 

Sovereign Rating and Outlook Country Ceiling Banking System Outlook 

Belgium Aa3 negative Aaa Negative 
France Aa1 negative Aaa Negative 
Germany Aaa negative Aaa Negative 
Ireland Ba1 negative A3 Negative 
Italy Baa2 negative A2 Negative 
Netherlands Aaa negative Aaa Negative 
Spain Baa3 negative A3 Negative 
United Kingdom Aaa negative Aaa Negative 
United States Aaa negative Aaa Negative 

Source: Moody’s Investors Service 

 

In the second quarter of 2012, we conducted a sweep and carried out a large number of downgrades to 
the ratings of European banks, and are maintaining negative outlooks for most of the banking systems 
in Europe. 

Italy24

Ongoing negative developments and risk. Following our downgrades to the ratings of Italian banks in 
July 2012, our outlook for the Italian banking system remains negative, reflecting (1) our expectations 
of persistently challenging operating conditions for banks; (2) restricted access to market funding, 
which is unlikely to normalize over the outlook period because of euro area-wide pressures; (3) further 
weakening of asset quality; and (4) weak profitability, because loan-loss provisions will increase and 
continue to absorb a higher portion of banks’ moderate pre-provision earnings. The banks have 
strengthened their capital levels, although they remain below those of other European banking systems. 
Ongoing negative developments, some of which are beyond expectations previously reflected in our 
central scenario, and risks persistently skewed to the downside underpin the negative outlook and the 
pressures on the Italian banking system. 

 

                                                                          
22  See Rating Euro Area Governments Through Extraordinary Times – Implications of Spain’s Bank Recapitalisation Needs and the Rising Risk of a Greek Exit, 8 June 

2012. 
23  See Approach to Assessing the Impact of a Rapid Country Credit deterioration on Structured Finance Transactions, 21 August 2012. 
24  See Banking System Outlook: Italy, 19 November 2012 and Moody's downgrades Italian banks, 16 July 2012. 

http://www.moodys.com/research/Rating-Euro-Area-Governments-Through-Extraordinary-Times-Implications-of-Spains--PBC_142756�
http://www.moodys.com/research/Approach-to-Assessing-the-Impact-of-a-Rapid-Country-Credit--PBS_SF294880�
http://www.moodys.com/research/Banking-System-Outlook-Italy--PBC_145954�
http://www.moodys.com/research/Moodys-downgrades-Italian-banks--PR_250584�
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The weakening of the Italian government’s capacity to support the banks, which its Baa2 rating 
reflects, has shrunk the benefit of systemic support uplift to, generally, one notch for national and 
multi-regional banks, with no uplift for smaller banks. The negative outlook for Italy’s banking system 
is consistent with the outlooks for the ratings on individual banks and on the sovereign. 

France25

French banks have structural features that make them vulnerable to the current difficult operating 
conditions in Europe. Our negative outlook for France’s banking system reflects the difficult and 
uncertain operating environment as well as our view that refinancing conditions, particularly for 
refinancing in US dollars, will likely remain challenging. 

 

Market conditions will remain difficult in the coming quarters, and adverse operating conditions will 
persist. However, we still view France as a high-government-support country. The ratings on some 
banks are stable and reflect currently expected risks to creditors. We have assigned negative outlooks to 
the ratings on some banks because of their heightened sensitivity to further deterioration of the 
operating environment, in comparison to other banks. Further rating actions on French banks are 
possible if market conditions worsen beyond our current expectations. We have also factored into the 
ratings the growing risk of an exit by Greece from the euro area, although this is currently not part of 
our central scenario.  

When we downgraded the rating on the French government, we noted that French banks have sizable 
exposures to some of the weaker euro area countries. As a result, despite their ample capacity to absorb 
losses, the French banks remain vulnerable to a further deepening of the crisis because of these 
exposures and their significant, albeit reduced, reliance on wholesale market funding. This 
vulnerability adds to the government's contingent liabilities arising from the French banking system.  

The Netherlands26

Less government support for Dutch banks. The negative outlook on the Dutch banking system 
reflects our expectation that operating conditions for the Dutch banks will remain difficult throughout 
2013. Deteriorating macroeconomic conditions, combined with key economic structural weaknesses, 
will negatively affect the banks’ financial conditions through higher loan losses and funding costs. The 
structural features that pose the highest risks are (1) high household indebtedness, (2) banks’ high 
balance sheet leverage, and (3) high reliance on market funding. Commercial real-estate (CRE) 
portfolios, and to a lesser extent, residential mortgages, will have the higher loan losses.  

  

These factors heighten risks for creditors amidst elevated uncertainty and downside risks to the 
economic outlook and fragile investor confidence across Europe. Furthermore, two of the four largest 
banks need to repay state aid they received in 2008-09, which will exert additional pressure on their 
capital bases. In our view, the Dutch government (Aaa negative, P-1) has enough financial flexibility to 
support its banking system. However, we believe it has a low inclination to do so, in light of the 
introduction of the Dutch Intervention Act in June 2012. 

                                                                          
25  See Banking System Outlook: France, 12 December 2011; Key Rating Drivers for French Banks, July 2012; and Moody's downgrades France's government bond rating 

to Aa1 from Aaa maintains negative outlook, 19 November 2012. 
26  See Banking System Outlook: The Netherlands, 11 December 2012. 

http://www.moodys.com/research/Banking-System-Outlook-France--PBC_138015�
http://www.moodys.com/research/Key-Rating-Drivers-for-French-Banks--PBC_144027�
http://www.moodys.com/research/Moodys-downgrades-Frances-government-bond-rating-to-Aa1-from-Aaa--PR_260071�
http://www.moodys.com/research/Moodys-downgrades-Frances-government-bond-rating-to-Aa1-from-Aaa--PR_260071�
http://www.moodys.com/research/Banking-System-Outlook-The-Netherlands--PBC_148084�
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Belgium27

Challenges to the Belgian economy and sovereign financial strength. Our outlook for the Belgian 
banking system remains negative, because of the likely deterioration of banks’ loan portfolios and 
implications of pressure on the sovereign (Aa3 negative) for banks’ funding positions, given the close 
link between sovereign and bank credit strength. While the outlook reflects the high probability of 
government support in case of need, we expect less systemic support to be available in the future.  

  

UK28

Uncertain UK economy weighing down the banks. Our outlook for UK banks remains negative 
because of (1) continued uncertainty over the economic prospects, (2) downside risks for asset quality, 
and (3) remaining pressure on profitability. We believe that government support for systemically 
important institutions will decline over the medium term, although improved liquidity profiles and 
strengthened capital positions will offset these three factors. We have a stable outlook on the 
standalone financial strength of most UK banks and building societies. 

 

Germany29

Worsening euro area crisis could pressure German banks despite sound economic indicators. Our 
outlook for the German banking system is negative. The outlook reflects, among other things (1) 
margin pressure for banks owing to intense competition, limited loan growth and low interest rates; (2) 
a weakening operating environment in Germany amid recessionary trends across Europe; (3) rising risk 
charges and deteriorating asset quality; and (4) the limited capacity of many banks to absorb losses. 
Relatively stable funding conditions compared with European peers and the progress some banks have 
made in repairing their franchises and reducing legacy problem assets only partly offset the negatives.  

 

The negative banking system outlook pertains mainly to the larger, wholesale-oriented German banks. 
Many of the more retail-oriented German savings banks and local cooperative banks are less stressed, 
although they too face growth and margin pressures. We downgraded the ratings on several large 
German banking groups in June 2012 and subsequently assigned stable outlooks to most, 
incorporating these challenges. However, a worsening euro area crisis would create additional pressures 
for many banks. Also, Germany’s Aaa government bond rating has a negative outlook, reflecting the 
sovereign’s exposure to the ongoing crisis.  

                                                                          
27  See Banking System Outlook: Belgium, 23 October 2012. 
28  See Banking System Outlook: United Kingdom, 11 September 2012. 
29  See Banking System Outlook: Germany, 19 October 2012. 

http://www.moodys.com/research/Banking-System-Outlook-Belgium--PBC_146535�
http://www.moodys.com/research/Banking-System-Outlook-United-Kingdom--PBC_145221�
http://www.moodys.com/research/Banking-System-Outlook-Germany--PBC_145492�
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Rating Actions: 
» Moody's downgrades Italian banks, 16 July 2012 

» Moody's downgrades France's government bond rating to Aa1 from Aaa maintains negative 
outlook, 19 November 2012 

To access any of these reports, click on the entry above. These references are current as of the date of this report; more recent 
reports may be available. Not all research is available to all clients. 

 

Moody’s publishes a weekly summary of structured finance credit, ratings and methodologies, available 
to all registered users of our website, at www.moodys.com/SFQuickCheck. 
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